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• Detailed reporting of findings

• Ransomware attacks

• Business Email Compromise

• Theft of company IP by a 

departing employee

• eCommerce site hacking / credit 

card skimming

• Other types of incidents 

containing malware

Answer the Question

• How did the breach occur?

• What systems were affected?

• What data may have been lost or 

stolen?

• What steps need to be taken 

to prevent this from happening 

again?

Industry ExpertiseResponding to an Incident
Time is of the essence when responding to a data
breach because every second counts when systems
are compromised and a company’s reputation is on the
line. Organizations in the midst of a data breach may
be well-advised to seek the assistance of a trusted
partner who has the tools, expertise, and responsiveness
to investigate and contain the breach and implement

safeguards to defend against another attack.

 

Capabilities
• Remediation
• Running Scripts
• Anti-malware / anti-virus scanning
• Log analysis
• Malware sandboxing / reverse engineering
• Forensic preservation and analysis
• Data exfiltration analysis
• Detailed reporting of findings regarding facts 

uncovered and timeline of events

 

Bring in a team experienced in digital forensics and 
incident response to investigate, contain and remediate a 
data breach. Ready at a moment’s notice, our experts will 
forensically preserve evidence and perform an analysis in 
our secure sandbox environment to uncover important 
facts regarding the incident.

An organization’s response to a data breach speaks 
volumes. Depending on the severity, it will be analyzed
and scrutinized by many different parties including 
regulators, lawyers, management, customers, and other 
stakeholders. They will not only want to know how and why 
the breach occurred but also the steps that were taken to 
gather evidence, determine the scope, secure compromised 
systems, and notify those who were affected.

Incident Response 
Investigation Services


